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About This Game

Once upon a time, the kingdom was a land of peace, harmony, and an all-consuming passion for the greatest sport - GOLF.
Everyone in the land played day and night, and soon the kingdom itself was turned into the most beautiful course the world had

ever seen. The land was happy. The land was good.

Until the monsters came...

In its obsession with golf, the people had become complacent, leaving the kingdom open to attack. Hole by hole, dungeon by
dungeon, the monsters emerged and drove the people off the course. And a great sadness fell across the world.

Then one day, a brave girl appeared, determined to play the finest course in the world. Armed only with her golf club, she would
set forth to play the nine legendary holes. But first, she would need to rid the land of the monsters...

RPGolf is an exciting blend of classic JRPG with 8-bit golf. Relive the nostalgia of the classic gaming age, but in an exciting
new mash-up that combines the best of both worlds.

Key features include:
* Retro gaming graphics to transport you back to the 80s.

* Simple, intuitive controls enable you to battle, golf, and explore the world.
* 9 holes of golf, ready to be discovered across the world map.

* Dungeons filled with treasure and danger!
* Deadly boss fights.
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RPGolf seamlessly blends golf and RPG into one addicitve game. Battling monsters will level you up, allowing you to hit the
ball further. Discovering new clubs and gloves scattered around the world will improve your golf game, and also give you the
edge in combat. By blending 2 game styles together, RPGolf creates a brand-new take on both, unlike anything seen before.
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Release Date: 9 May, 2018
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Very good concept and for the most part I like it, however I simply cannot forgive the absolutely terrible slow and unresponsive
controls, playing on a corsair rapidfire keyboard should not be slower than a controller thats for sure, shame really I was
enjoying it until the controls really just hamper the experience. Still i'd recommend it if you can see past the issue.. A short and
funny game worth playing if you followed at least superficially the indie scene in the last few years, this game is in fact a parody
of some of the most infamous modern indie titles, with the addition of brony fanfic and Japanese VN segment for... reasons.

"Sam Shark won the butthurt award of the year". You go around through levels collecting gems, avoiding enemies, and
teleporting from left to righ, top to bottom, etc. As you collect gems in each level, it completes an aspect in the background,
such as lighting up a block or growing grass. Each level slightly progresses in difficulty, adding new mechanics or enemies that
keeps the game interesting. Some textures aren't exactly clean cut, like the enemies and Anki, and the hit detection is a little
silly.
(Just play level 10 and you'll more than likely see what I mean.)
 But the gameplay makes up for these minor technical issues. Overall, if you enjoy platformers, I would recommend this. Anki
is an enjoyable title at a pretty affordable price.. I play: Bezier, Echoes+, Geometry Wars, Gran Vitreous, P-3 Biotic,
Scoregasm, Ultratron, Waves....
No, I don't like space-shooter-arena !!
But I assume this one is a good one.. This one is ok. The only issue I see wrong with it is the compass does not help that much.
You will be wondering around the room to find the hidden opening to advance. The true ending is on Trama mode.. The
multiplayer basically doesn't work (With Gameranger it can work) but its still a great game with a amazing campaign, where you
will use airplane squadrons (Torpedoes, bombers, fighters), Battleships, Destroyers and even AIRCRAFT CARRIERS!! I just
love the Aircraft Carrier gameplay where you can take control of your squadrons and your fleet itself, you can even take control
of a Airfield and defeat enemy Fleets and Squadrons! Greatly recommended.. a nice short puzzle game where you use a bow an
arrow.... Very fun and a real challenge or not but its a pretty good game
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This game delivers on what is advertises an action adventure steampunk puzzle paltformer. If you like challenging puzzles that
you will struggle to solve than you'll like a lot of what this game has to offer. The platforming is more of a side feature than a
main focus but is usually incorperated into the puzzles you complete. The fights don't feel especially great but they are creative
and if you can figure out what to do quickly they are quite enjoyable. At times what you need to do or how you can do it does
feel a bit unintuitive. The core mechanics of the game work well and the time based abilities are fairly fun to use. The age based
life system also adds a welcomed change to the classic health forumla that makes gameplay feel more fun and like you need to
progress. The story itself is enjoyable to experience although its not going to knock you out of the water.. What we have

PAYDAY 2 - simulator DLC (pay for buy game, pay for play game, always pay for new DLC)

OVERPOTATO's The Walking Dead - (totally scum, all money spend to CGI movies, trailers, no to game, buy s*** game by
price AAA game, get potato where need pay money for play game) i think he wanted create new simulator DLC, did not work
out! Game closed & deleted from steam, consoles versions canceled.

Overkills\\Starbreezee - please don't come back to game industry. Happy defolt for your studio!. Very well made i love it.. What
the ♥♥♥♥ did I just do?. This game has good music. And that's about all it has going for it.

The gameplay is aimless, the controls are unintuitive and slippery, there are severe slowdown issues, and the art is an
incongruous mish-mash of placeholder programmer art, literal stock photos, and 3D assets that look like they'd be at home in
Dota 2 or World of Warcraft.

We wrote a full review of the game in its current state on Cordilon Gaming: http:\/\/cordilongaming.net\/greenlight-review-lup\/.
This is a good mix of Cho Ren Sha 68K and Psyvariar. :D

I just miss a leaderboard and a replay mode in this game.. Nice sceneries. Boring gameplay. Bad animations. Decent soundtrack
6/10
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